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With a block pattern for every day of the year, this clever calendar will keep you quilting for years to

come! You'll never run out of ideas for creating your next quilt--use the perpetual format year in and

year out.Blocks for every occasion include traditional, seasonal, and holiday designsEach block

pattern includes a full-color illustration and an easy-to-use rotary-cutting keySturdy spiral binding will

keep this calendar in tip-top shape, even through years of turning pages
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Two things that every quilter needs is a calendar to keep track of when that quilt must be finished

and ideas ---- LOTS OF IDEAS for making that quilt. If you have ever had "quilter's block" (that's like

writer's block, hehe), then this calendar is a must for you.There are 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16

and 18 inch blocks so you have a chance to use all those leftover scrapes to create a block. No

scrape is too small for this calendar! And if you make the one block featured each day by the end of

the year you will have enough square to put together several quilt tops! We always say we are going

to find more time to quilt and this calendar helps you do just that. One square doesn't take that long

to put together!There are themes such as Valentines and Easter. There are appliquÃ© and straight

piecing. There are straight and curved pieces. AND the back of the calendar gives you pages of

basic instructions plus templates needed to create the squares. If that is not enough, there is even

an index of all the blocks in this wonderful calendar plus what size each block will be.I don't know

where else you can get 365 blocks in 6 x 6 x 1 Ã‚Â½ inches of space. It is definitely a calendar I will



use over and over again even if I don't mange to get once block made each day! Be sure to get one

for yourself or a quilting friend.

366 blocks for every day of the year include traditional, seasonal and holiday quilts in pages packed

with full-color detail and cutting keys and a spiral binding to keep it all useful and together

throughout the year. This is a fine quilter's desk calendar blending the practicality of a block

calendar with the inspiration of a quilter's guide. A wonderful pairing perfect for 2008!

Ordered this for a friend who is an avid quilter. She Loved it! Clear layouts that include cut out

instructions, how many pieces needed and sizes of each piece. Perfect inspiration year after year.

Recommend to others.

I love that each day I see a new quilt block with the directions for making it. Without a day of week

or year printed on the calendar, it is timeless and fun to look at 365 quilt blocks. If only there was

enough time to make them all!

I have recently become "addicted" to quilting and this calendar gives me a "present" of viewing

beautiful quilt blocks each day of the year. I have already found several I want to make. The pages

are colorful and I like how it shows you to cut the material and put the block together. The only thing

more that I would like to see is a small picture of several of the blocks put together on a page to get

a visual of what a quilt or wall hanging would look like made with that particular block.

I like looking at different quilt blocks for inspiration. This perpetual calendar gives me that option.

There are several that I am considering for a sampler quilt.

Gave to a friend for a present. She loved it. Great seller. Lots of blocks to choose from. Its great that

there are not dates just days of the week.

Awesome perpetual Calender. Many blocks with index, and some instructions and printed template

guides. Not for beginners. No detailed instructions.
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